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Thank you deﬁnitely much for downloading Born Of Shadows Number In
Series.Most likely you have knowledge that, people have see numerous period for
their favorite books in the manner of this Born Of Shadows Number In Series, but
end in the works in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a ﬁne book in the manner of a mug of coﬀee in the afternoon,
then again they juggled taking into account some harmful virus inside their
computer. Born Of Shadows Number In Series is easy to use in our digital library
an online access to it is set as public appropriately you can download it instantly. Our
digital library saves in compound countries, allowing you to acquire the most less
latency epoch to download any of our books in the same way as this one. Merely
said, the Born Of Shadows Number In Series is universally compatible in imitation of
any devices to read.

998 - TRISTIN
PETERSON
A moving tale of the triumph of the human spirit
amidst heartbreaking
tragedy, told through the
eyes of a charming, impish, and wickedly observant Afghan boy The Taliban have withdrawn from
Kabul's streets, but the
long shadows of their
regime remain. In his
short life, eleven-year-old
Fawad has known more
grief than most: his father
and brother have been
killed, his sister has been
abducted, and Fawad and
his mother, Mariya, must
rely on the charity of parsimonious relatives to eke
out a hand-to-mouth existence. Ever the optimist,
Fawad hopes for a better

life, and his dream is realized when Mariya ﬁnds a
position as a housekeeper
for a charismatic Western
woman, Georgie, and her
two foreign friends. The
world of aid workers and
journalists is a new one
for Fawad, and living with
the trio oﬀers endless curiosities—including Georgie's destructive relationship with the powerful
Afghan warlord Haji Khan,
whose exploits are legendary. Fawad grows resentful and worried, until
he comes to learn that
love can move a man to
act in surprisingly good
ways. But life, especially
in Kabul, is never without
peril, and the next calamity Fawad must face is so
devastating that it threatens to destroy the one

thing he thought he could
never lose: his love for his
country. A big-hearted
novel infused with crackling wit, Andrea Busﬁeld's
brilliant debut captures
the hope and humanity of
the Afghan people and
the foreigners who live
among them.
The ﬁrst in a series of 33
Year-books that detail the
Social History of Australia
in the 33 years 1939 to
1971. It describes how the
population felt as the
excitements and changes
of those years developed.
Great for birthdays and
Christmas for families and
friends, aunts and uncles,
Gran and Pop, workmates
and boss. You too.
(Color Version) Crow, the
King of Sumo tells the story of Koji, a young boy
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who befriends one of the
cooks on a U.S. Navy ship.
As the unlikely pair connects, they become great
friends, and Crow goes on
to challenge the sumo
champion of Japan. Along
the way, they learn a lot
from each other. Set in Japan during the Edo period
of Japanese history, the
tale has a fun and heartwarming connection to
the modern world.
Awaking after a lengthy
coma, accident victim
Faith Parker has no memory of her near-fatal crash,
of her previous life, or of
her friend, journalist Dinah Leighton, who mysteriously vanished after visiting her in the hospital, but
as she recovers, she begins to experience intimate dreams of a man
she does not recognize
and horrifying visions of
deadly violence. Original.
A midnight ritual by a secret society in the English
Countryside nearly costs
Thomas Spell his life. He
returns home to Chicago
to ﬁnd that he carries
within himself something
unspeakable - a condition
for which he believes
there is no cure, until he
meets Penelope, a beautiful and brilliant pre-med
student determined to
heal him. But the Brotherhood searches for him
still, convinced that he
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holds the key to an unimaginable power. As his
life begins to spiral out of
control, Thomas is forced
to confront his own past,
as well as the dark forces
closing in on him and everything he holds dear.
NALI By Esther Henry In
an era of darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and
cannibalism, Nali tries to
buck the ancient traditions, only to ﬁnd herself
deeply entrenched in
them. As a young girl full
of dreams, she is given to
a tribal elder in marriage
and quickly learns that
her girlhood dreams could
be shattered overnight.
The rain forest held a secret refuge that only Nali
knew, where she took her
dreams and her delusions.
Will she be forced to succumb to a subservient
role the rest of her life, or
can she overcome the
hopelessness that comes
with isolation, ignorance
and tradition? Deep in the
heart of New Guinea lies
the village of Mendoka,
beautifully camouﬂaged
from the rest of the world.
Although the village has
yet to be discovered, the
outside world would soon
have an inﬂuence on their
lives. An interruption to
their peaceful simplicity
would both terrify them
and cause them to search
for answers. Readers will
be able to follow the lives
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of those who lived in a
much simpler time and become immersed in the culture that controlled their
everyday existence.
''Where are we? Kady
asked, as they turned to
look at the entire room.
They saw the kitchen had
a wood-burning stove, no
sink faucet, and no refrigerator.” ''I don't know, Allie said, “but look out this
window, across the yard
and the garden. Isn't that
the cotton patch where
Nanna said she had to
cross the narrow dirt road
to help pick cotton?” The
sisters, Allie, Kady,
Lindey, and their cousin,
Taylor, have been transported into their great
grandmother's world
when she is ﬁve and then
again when she is seven.
During their second visit,Taylor's little brother,
Lance, shows up, surprising everyone, except Minnie, who has expected
him and is so pleased he
has come with them. This
ﬁctional story is based on
contemporary children,
who are real, and the historical, real-life happenings of the Tucker family
in the 1920's told by Jewel
Tucker Phillips.
Justin had made a mistake. A big, life-changing
mistake. He already failed
June once. He wasn’t
there when she needed
him, and because of him,
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their lives will never be
the same. June is everything to Justin, and he
must be everything to
her. He must protect June
at all costs. Justin is prepared spend the rest of
his life keeping her from
getting hurt again. But it
seems they are always
falling behind, barely keeping one step ahead of the
nightmares. There is always one more hazard,
just around the corner. -A
heartbreaking and intense
story of the journey of two
children to ﬁnd themselves and happiness. -Is
it possible to rise above
your circumstances when
you already have two
strikes against you? That
is the question facing June
and Justin, children thrust
into circumstances that
would defeat many adults.
Can they ever hope to live
happy, normal lives? Keywords: Young adult books,
Between the Cracks series, teen books, juvenile
delinquent, parole, drugs,
choices, depression, anxiety, addiction, gangs, violence, mental health literature, mental illness, middle school, high school,
foster care, homelessness, suicide, in the margins, marginalized, diverse, poverty, streets,
custody, friendship, substance abuse, incest, sexual abuse, murder
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Basically, numerology is
self-help, too. It helps people gain deeper insights into their true nature and inner- being. It is able to reveal certain parts of your
personality and character
in a new light. You get a
whole new perspective
about YOU. Self-knowledge has long been proclaimed as the key to freedom and success. Self-Discovery begins with good
questions and honest answers to them. Numerology is a pathway to ﬁnding
out these answers and
gaining a better understanding of how our lives
work and why things are
the way they are. Some
good questions are Where is My Life Going?
Who Am I Really? Why
Don't Things Go The Way I
Want? When Will I Make it
to Where I'm Going? What
Am I Doing Here? Why Do
I Act Like I Do? People often ask themselves these
questions even though at
times they don't even realize it. In Numerology, the
keys for ﬁnding your life
purpose are contained in
two sets of extremely personal numbers, which are
your birth date and your
birth name. Numerology is
a system based on the
works of the ancient Chinese, Romans, Jews, Egyptians, and Greeks. It was
then developed on by
Pythagoras, who was a
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philosopher and mathematician back in the 6th
century. Pythagoras, Buddha, and Confucius no
longer explained the
world from a standpoint of
mythology, but turned to
processes and physical
forces for explanations.
Pythagoras had a great
theory and philosophy
that simply stated says
"All is number." Take advantage of this great opportunity to learn more
about how numerology
can improve your life in
ways you never expected!
“I will follow you to hell.
You will never control any
treasure and your army is
dead where they stand. I
promise you I will reach
down from the heavens
and take each of their
lives”.Imagine for a moment you are skiing downhill racing ahead of an
avalanche, your chest is
pounding, pulse racing.
That is what you will experience reading this story
as the momentum builds,
and your heart beats
faster and faster. You will
be absorbed into the lives
of the characters, becoming a part of the action
even after the ending.
There are struggles between honor and greed,
right
and
wrong,
battleﬁelds are soaked
crimson over them. It
makes you think and question 'What if?' due to the
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possibilities and theories
contained within. It is purely ﬁctional though based
on a trilogy of poems I
wrote. While hiking in Europe, Christian ﬁnds a
unique rock formation resembling a rose hidden in
shadows. While camping
in the shadows, Christian
hears the voice of a ghost
telling a magniﬁcent tale
of times long past. The
voice of Sir Rowan Baldin
of the Knights Templar,
born out of the aftermath
of the Templar purge in
France 600 years prior.
Rowan's lineage managed
to escape the purge to
what is now known as
Switzerland. There they
helped shape a country
while protecting their Templar roots in absolute secrecy. Rowan uses
dreams and leads Christian on a fast paced adventure throughout Europe. Christian stumbles
onto a number of remarkable discoveries, and is
knighted by the modern
day Templars he uncovers
on his quest. Christian
ﬁnds who he was meant
to be. The Templars, these once 'warrior monks'
are brought out of the shadows, and their reputation
redeemed as their real story is told.This book is not
suitable for children due
to graphic nature of violence and adult situations.
This is my ﬁrst novel.
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All the truths of her life
were born from the
promise of a lie. A lie that
could change everything.
Gabrian Shadwell studied
hard and kept her nose to
the grindstone in order to
live the successful and full
life that most humans
strive for. The problem is,
she isn't exactly human.
After protection wards
and cloaking spells that
were cast to suppress any
evidence of magic that
may be running through
her veins begins scratching it way through the surface, Gabrian fumbles
with the unnerving discovery that she now can see
hazy energy fragments
emanating from her
clients bodies. What is
even more shocking is
that she yearns to devour
it. Her all so perfect and
straight forward life as a
normal mundane human
is just a facade and coming to an end. Who she truly is are the things that
spine chilling nightmares
are made of. With no possible way to return to the
simple life she once knew
as an oblivious human,
she struggles to concede
to the fact that the calm
reality of her world has
shifted; it is now crawling
with Borrowers, Mages
and Shadow Walking-beings. But Gabrian's unyielding thirst for knowledge pushes her to dig
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her claws in and gain control over her gifts as an energy-lending Borrower as
it is essential for her to
survive and earn her
place amongst them. Her
chaotic journey of self-discovery takes her from the
pan and throws her right
into the ﬁre when the
tainted eyes of the self-righteous Elders in the
realm turn against her
and the silken tongued
devil that lurks within the
darkness of the realm
seems to be the only
thing with an empathetic
concern towards her; for a
price. Her soft hearted will
combats with her logical
inner voice about who is
really telling her the truth.
She tastes the sweet and
sours of deception in the
air from both sides but
still she must choose
which force will reign over
her freedom and thus deciding how tight her shackles will be to the path that
she will walk upon. It is an
inner battle that she must
ﬁght in order to uncover
the ugly answers that she
seeks and along the way,
Gabrian will fall face ﬁrst
into an important and absolute truth: sometimes
the only diﬀerence between a Borrower and a
Vampire is hope."
Magic holds alluring mystery, but terrible dangers
lurk on the edge of twilight... Neve McKnight
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sees monsters no one else
can. Sentient shadows
haunt her waking dreams.
She tells herself her visions are nothing more
than horrifying hallucinations. ... until the day her
best friend tries to murder
her. Neve can't aﬀord to
ignore the truth anymore.
She sets out to learn how
to control her rogue telekinesis and investigates her
enigmatic heritage. At every turn, she encounters
suspect allies-a vampire
with a wicked past, a
slightly unhinged hybrid,
and two peculiar black cats... She must decide
whom to trust and hone
her skills, before the gates
of hell are opened. New
Adult Urban Fantasy with
romantic elements. The
book ends on a slight
cliﬀhanger that will be resolved in book 2.
Welcome to the world of
noir musical ﬁlms, where
tormented antiheroes and
hard-boiled musicians battle obsession and struggle
with their music and ill-fated love triangles. Sultry divas dance and sing the
blues in shrouded nightclubs. Romantic intrigue
clashes with backstage careers. This book explores
musical ﬁlms that use ﬁlm
noir style and bluesy
strains of jazz to inhabit a
disturbing underworld and
reveal the dark side of
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fame and the American
Dream. While noir musical
ﬁlms like A Star Is Born include musical performances, their bleak tone
and expressionistic aesthetic more closely resemble the visual style of ﬁlm
noir. Their narratives unfold behind a stark noir
lens: distorted, erratic angles and imbalanced
hand-held shots allow the
audience to experience a
tortured, disillusioned perspective. While many musicals glamorize the quest
for the spotlight in Hollywood's star factory, brooding noir musical ﬁlms such
as Blues in the Night, Gilda, The Red Shoes, West
Side Story, and Round Midnight stretch the boundaries of ﬁlm noir and the
musical as ﬁlm genres collide. Deep shadows, dim
lighting and visual composition evoke moodiness,
cynicism, pessimism, and
subjective psychological
points of view.
Our lives are spent watching the clock. We go to
sleep by it. Wake up to it.
Rely on it. Race it.It's easy
to forget that we're only
given so much.We ignore
it because we're convinced we'll always have
more.I am proof that we
aren't promised anything.The clock owes us
nothing.I know this because not only was Time
my name, I wasn't given
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enough of it.Sure I had
challenges but I vowed to
make the most of it, of my
young life.My limitations
wouldn't hold me back.Time was on my
side.Then I was told otherwise.Now the clock was
working against me.I
would face this disease
alone.Then he walked in
and changed everything.He gave me a reason to ﬁght.He helped me
prepare.Like others before
me, when time slowed I
wasn't ready.I begged for
more.But the clock, it
stopped for no one.On the
day my world went black,
I refused to take him with
me.Only he didn't listen.I
was a doctor.A bringer of
bad news.I read the
chart.She was fucked.My
hands, they were tied.I
was a doctor who could
not heal what was beyond
that door.I had no hope to
oﬀer her.But I wanted this
over with.The sooner the
better.I walked in, looked
up and saw color.Not
one.All of them.They surrounded her.She was a patient.You did not cross
that line.I would not cross
that line.I should have
kept my eyes closed.Life
was easier when you didn't see.But they were
open now.They saw
her.They saw everything.Suddenly invisible lines
ceased to matter.For me,
Time mattered.How far
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would you go to make
sure the one you loved
had enough of it?Would
you challenge the clock?Help them prepare?Could you watch them
suﬀer?Could you accept a
life without them in it?Or,
would you follow them into the darkness?I did. This
is our story.
Determined to escape the
Warrens, Azoth seeks out
Durzo Blint, the city's
most ruthless assassin, to
persuade him to take him
on as an apprentice and
to teach him the deadly
Way of Shadows, in the
ﬁrst volume in a new fantasy trilogy. Original.
Command
Assassin
Nykyrian Quiakides tries
to protect Kiara Zamir,
whose father's political alliances have made her a
target, while he is hunted
by the League, a group of
expert assassins who are
the backbone of the government.
In a world of gods and demons, Avana, the child of
the Light, must face her
Darkness. Will she manage to master the Red Dragon which is awakening
within her? Will the mages
succeed in assembling the
circle of the four elements
before the invasion of the
Shadows? The road to the
Primordial Breath will be
long, and Avana will be
faced with the ultimate
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test... In this last volume,
the Light and the Shadows come together for a
ﬁnal battle where the future of the people of the
land of Erin is at stake. On
the Emerald Isle, nature
has been corrupted by the
forces of Cythraul. Volcanoes have begun to erupt,
and the earth has been
shaken. While Maeve,
Queen of Connacht, heads
to Scotti to seek the help
of the sorceresses of the
Ancient Faith, those who
have survived the disasters take refuge in Cruachan, where the knights
fear another attack from
the Fomorians. In this last
book of the series, the author leads the characters
to the culmination of their
personal quests, and each
one of them will be transformed by their choices
and awareness. Stay with
the story all the way to
the end, and you will witness an epic ﬁnale as the
four elements are brought
together to form a sacred
circle. Then you will discover who Zha’hor, the
Great Lord of the Shadows, really is... A worthy
match for the best fantasy
novels, this exciting saga
is a tale for grown-up children, transporting us into
a Celtic universe of druids
and knights. Feel free to
read the sample before
purchasing. Intended for
readers of 16 and over.
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Since 1994, Annie Lavigne
has published a dozen
novels, including her bestseller ‘Marie of the Sea’
which has sold 17,000
copies.
Chicago Police Detective
Brooke Chandler is keeping a secret... and if she's
not careful, it could get
her killed. Brooke is no
stranger to the supernatural. In Chicago, vampires
are just as prevalent as
drug lords, and inﬁnitely
more bloodthirsty. So
when her partner and
ﬁanc� dies in a mysterious ﬁre while chasing
down a lead in Salem, she
suspects something dark
and otherworldly is at
play. Blessed with the ability to see into the past by
touching inanimate objects, Brooke transfers to
the Salem PD, hoping her
talent will help her get to
the bottom of things. Between dodging assassination attempts and being
stonewalled at every turn,
the going is tough. Add in
a mysterious fae club owner with secrets of his own
and a personal grudge
against her, and it becomes nearly impossible.
If Brooke wants to play in
the supernatural sandbox,
she's going to have to roll
up her sleeves and get dirty. But how many people
will have to die for Brooke
to discover the truth
about her ﬁance?Find out
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what lurks in the SHADOWS OF SALEM in SHADOW BORN, the latest Urban Fantasy hit readers
are comparing to Karen
Marie Moning and Patricia
Briggs.
Far in the distant reaches
of the universe is a world
called Azmantium. A planet with lilac skies, jade
green seas and ﬁery red
suns. A planet where everything, from the tides of
the sea to life itself, is
rooted in magic. Children
are assessed at an early
age and trained according
to their unique magical talents. Lara, an orphan who
has no memory of her
true origins, is unaware
that she has a vital role to
play in the ancient prophesies that are about to begin coming true. Older
than most who are just beginning their magical training, Lara will soon ﬁnd out
that destiny waits for no
one, especially when the
fate of the world rests on
their shoulders. With the
help of her new friends,
Lara will learn that in order to save the future, she
must journey into the past
- to a time when Dragons
ruled the world! This is
the ﬁrst book in the upcoming Dragon Born series!
Over the land of Morenia,
dark clouds are forming,
and ﬂowers, trees and
grass are changing to ash.
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A young peasant boy,
Aragel, ﬁnds a hidden letter from his dead father
which describes the Forest of Axter, the most
beautiful thing he has ever seen and a sight which
had made him feel a happiness he had never
known before or since, adding mysteriously, `even
the dark clouds could not
resist their power.' Is the
mysterious forest the key
to ﬁghting the curse
which has overcome
Arya? Aragel intends to
ﬁnd out. So begins a journey which takes Aragel to
the caves of the Skeleton
King and over the Crystal
Mountains to a place
where he hopes to discover the answer to his
quest, and ﬁnd the mysterious Forest Nymphs. The
second and concluding
part of the story, Forest
Nymphs: Into the World of
Shadows, will follow shortlyÿ
When Gabriel appears on
a dark and stormy night,
he seems just like any
other twelve year-old... except for the scars that cover his back and the fact
that he has no memory of
his past. The wealthy couple who rescue Gabriel
promise to help him ﬁnd
his parents, but their mysterious behavior soon
leads him to wonder if
they really are who they
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appear to be.Gabriel's
new friends Jodi and Pete
try to prepare him for the
strange adventures that
await, but they may already be too late. Gabriel
suddenly ﬁnds himself in
a world where no one can
be trusted; a world ﬁlled
with shadowy monsters,
cruel villains, and dark
conspiracies. As he pieces
together his mysterious
past, Gabriel has to wonder:Is it truly his destiny
to save the world from the
Shadowlords, or is he actually one of them?
The Black Company,
courageous mercenaries
serving the Lady, battles
the evil rebel forces falsely professing to follow the
White Rose, a long-dead
heroine, and discovers the
mute girl they rescued is
the true White Rose reborn
Grace is Born, a beautifully illustrated poetic parable, is the perfect gift for
"sages of all ages, wearing the face of every race,
talking the tongue of every one." This spiritual
guide to harmonious living awakens our gifts of divinity, inspiring us to InSparkle our world with Loving Acts of Compassion.
Grace guides us to take
each other's hands,
promising that together
we will "far surpass the
stance of survival and become enraptured in the
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dance of revival." Grace is
Born accompanies readers throughout their childhood into adulthood.
When rock and roll ﬁrst
burst onto the scene in
the 1950s, it was more
than a new form of musicit was a rebellion
against the past. With the
music of such artists as
Elvis Presley, Buddy Holly,
Little Richard, and the
Supremes came a new attitude that allowed fansmany of them youngto
look past the social norms
of the time, a shift that included a greater interaction with and understanding between the races.
This stunning, story-ﬁlled
volume examines the
phenomenon of rock and
rollthe way it was before
it crept into the mainstream it had once retaliated againstand the many
musicians who made it into an art.
If a knight captures a
lady, can she steal his
heart? With one careless
roll of the dice, Baron Lindsey Fordyce gambles
away his beautiful daughter Rowena. Spirited away
to an imposing castle,
Rowena
ﬁnds
herself
pressed into the service of
a dark and forbidding
knight accused of murder…and much more.
Handsome, brooding Sir
Gareth of Caerleon has
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spent years waiting for his
chance for revenge. But
when he seeks to use the
fair Rowena to slay the
ghosts of his past, he
ﬁnds himself ensnared in
a tender trap of his own
making…a trap he can only escape by surrendering
his heart. Book 1 in the
Brides of Legend Series,
which includes: Shadows
and Lace Lady of Conquest “Teresa Medeiros
weaves a bold, sensual
spell in Shadows and
Lace. Excellent!”—Aﬀaire
de Coeur “Delightfully
complex characters!
Medeiros wields a deft
hand with humor and sensuality.”—Heart to Heart
“Try a Teresa Medeiros
novel and you will swear it
was written just for
you!”—Lisa Kleypas, New
York Times bestselling author “Only a select few
have voices that sing on
the page. Teresa Medeiros
is such an author.”—Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel
Medieval
romance,
Knights and ladies, Middle
Ages
In a land where monsters
are a thing of bedtime stories meant to scare young
children into behaving, humans live each day struggling to get by. The kingdom Solara is dwindling
as the last of their wealth
is stretched thin to protect the many small villages blemishing the map
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outside of the capital city's walls. Those too poor
to live near the capital, on
the edge of the wild Forest Mordin, must fend for
themselves as yet another
harvest is coming to an
end. Little are they aware
that the lack of food
stored for the winter is
the least of their concerns. Trouble is brewing
in the Forest Mordin as
creatures long forgotten
by Solara ﬁnd themselves
on the brink of a civil war.
The vampires and humans
who live by the law of
House Faegon and the
Crown are being terrorized by a vicious band of
rogues who follow the
ruthless King Logan. Logan and his followers will
do anything to see the
Crown fall in order to live
according to more primal
instincts and desires. The
rogues have no desire to
ignore the human kingdom, nor do they care to
obey the Crown's dated
formalities.Change is swiftly descending on the land
and no one, human or
vampire, will be spared
from the consequences.
In the Ichidian Universe
where The League is law,
most live in fear. We ﬁght
back. Welcome to a world
where corrupt assassination politics dominate everyone. It's kill or be
killed. Welcome back to
the future...and meet hel-
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l's new breed of
heroes.Devyn Kell spent
his life in service to the
League until he learned of
the double dealing and
backstabbing that was
costing innocent people
their lives. Refusing to
play those politics, he became a Runner—someone
who makes sure planets
get the weapons,
medicine and supplies
they need to survive. May
the gods have mercy on
any who get in his way,
because he deﬁnitely
won't.Alix Garran is a woman on the run from a
past she can't escape.
Signing on to work for Devyn as a System's Engineer, she ﬁnds a cause
she can ﬁght for—and a
man she can respect. But
as Alix's past catches up
to her, and Devyn's old enemies turn lethal, they
have to ﬁght together...or
fall alone, in Born of Ice,
the third bestselling
League novel from Sherrilyn Kenyon.
Looking for gift ideas for
Witches & Wiccans? Look
no further this Grimoire
book of shadows, Book of
Mirrors with personalised
Birth year is an awesome
gift for the Witch in your
life.
In a world where the
League and its assassins
rule, where betrayal and
treachery are everywhere,
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the only survivors are
those ones who are...born
of shadows. For Caillen Dagan, a deﬁant soldier of
fortune, survival isn't a
right, it's a brutal daily battle. Moving through the
Ichidaian universe like a
wraith, his brushes with
the law and death are legendary. But when an act
of rare heroism reveals
his hidden birthright, he's
forced into a world much
more dangerous and cold-hearted than the bloody
streets where he was
raised-one of obscene
wealth and lethal politics.
Ferocious and determined, Desideria serves
as an oﬃcial bodyguard
for her queen. Born of
questionable genetics,
she will do anything to
prove herself worthy of
the weapons she carries
and the position she's
won by combat. But when
she uncovers a ruthless
plot to assassinate the
queen and overthrow her
country's government,
Desideria is caught in the
crosshairs. With assassination contracts out on both
of them, Caillen and
Desideria must learn to
ﬁght together or die
alone. And if they fail,
their governments will fall
into the hands of an unimaginable evil.
In Chasing Shadows,
Toronto writers Adi Dasgupta, Kishan Baskaran,
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and Jamil Shamji invite
you to explore dark places
through verse and rhyme.
This poetry anthology attempts to break down
walls and ﬁnd safe spaces
in forgotten communities
to be vulnerable, to be accountable, and perhaps,
to heal. Compiled within
this collection are narratives of violence, community, poverty, relationships, loss, sickness, and
men’s mental health. Inspired by lived experience
on the fringes, and professional backgrounds supporting marginalized populations in Toronto, the writers endeavor to shed light
on uncomfortable truths.
Generous and deﬁant, these contemporary poems
encourage honest and critical self-reﬂection. Reconciling with the mess. Finding rhythm to the chaos.
Letting go with words.
Chasing shadows.
Are you ready to head to
New Orleans? Fall in love
with the sexy series readers call "deliciously addictive" and "binge-worthy"
from New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, and
USA Today bestselling author Meghan March. Beneath These Shadows is a
STANDALONE romance
set in the world of the Beneath series. You DO NOT
have to read any other
books in the series to enjoy it. The only permanent
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thing in my life is the ink I
put on my clients. I drift
from city to city, in and
out of beds, from one tattoo shop to the next. Every time I start to put
down roots, I rip them up.
Until New Orleans. Until
her. She’s everything I’m
not. Full of ﬁre and life. An
innocent where I’m a sinner. I want to consume her.
Protect her. Keep her. But
ﬁrst, I have to escape
from beneath these shadows. The entire Beneath
series is complete and
each book in the Beneath
series can be read as a
standalone. Beneath This
Mask, Beneath #1 Beneath This Ink, Beneath
#2 Beneath These Chains,
Beneath #3 Beneath Th-
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ese Scars, Beneath #4 Beneath These Lies, Beneath
#5 Beneath These Shadows, Beneath #6 Beneath
The Truth, Beneath #7
What reviewers are saying: "This book was sooo
much more than a love
story, it's a bad a * * action story as well!!!I just
love reading Meghan's
books, they are sooo
good!!" ~iScream Books
"Meghan March stays true
to her word when she
states that she writes unapologetically sexy romance because Beneath
These Shadows was that
and so much more."
~Michelle, Four Chicks
Flipping Pages "This story
held me captive from the
ﬁrst page to last, it had
tender moments, funny
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ones, and all came to a climax that was worthy of
the ﬁve stars bestowed upon it. This series is one of
my favs and Bishop was
an amazing addition!"
~Dawn, Two Unruly Girls
____________ Topics: New
Orleans, New Orleans romance, romance set in
New Orleans, French Quarter, Mardi Gras, Bourbon
Street, tattoos, tattooed
bad boy, tattooed bad boy
hero, tattoo shop, kidnapping, contemporary romance, alpha hero, alpha
bad boy hero, protective
bad boy hero, hidden identity, mob, suspense, romantic suspense, mystery, organized crime, innocent heroine, strong female.
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